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[1] We present a novel technique designed to calculate the detailed differential number
flux signature (as a function of energy and time) of precipitating radiation-belt
electrons, driven by a magnetospherically reflecting (MR) whistler wave, initiated by a
single cloud-to-ground lightning discharge. Our model consists of several stages. First,
we calculate the MR whistler wave characteristics at 1� latitude intervals along a given
field-line. This is accomplished using an extensive ray tracing and interpolation algorithm
involving �120 million rays, and accounting for the effects of Landau damping,
spatial, and temporal dispersion. We then use these wave characteristics to compute the
pitch angle changes of resonant electrons by assuming that the interactions are linear, and
independent between adjacent latitude and wave frequency bins. The pitch angle
changes are transformed to precipitating flux using a novel convolution method and
displayed as a function of particle energy and time at the feet of a given field line. We have
calculated and compared the differential number flux signatures at the northern and
southern feet of the L = 2.3 and L = 3 field lines, and found that precipitation onset and
duration times increase with latitude (consistent with previous work). The precipitation
consists of suprathermal Landau resonance electrons (E ] 10 keV) which are intense
but contribute little to the total energy flux, a flux gap (10 keV ] E ] 80 keV)
corresponding to a change in coupling mechanism from Landau resonance to
gyroresonance, and a series of precipitation swaths (E ^ 80 keV) corresponding to
gyroresonance interactions. The swaths result in periodic maxima in the precipitated
energy flux, which correspond to the equatorial traversals of the underlying MR whistler
wave energy. Global precipitation signatures were computed for a number of lightning
discharge latitudes and are presented in a companion paper (Bortnik et al., 2006).
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1. Introduction

[2] Recent observations made in space aboard the
SAMPEX (Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle
EXplorer) satellite [Blake et al., 2001] and on the ground
with the HAIL (Holographic Array for Ionospheric
Lightning) network [Johnson et al., 1999; Peter and Inan,
2004] suggest that pitch-angle scattering by nonducted
whistlers can be an important loss mechanism for energetic
radiation belt electrons.
[3] Electron precipitation driven by lightning-generated

obliquely propagating whistler waves has been studied by
numerous workers [Bell, 1984; Jasna et al., 1992; Abel and

Thorne, 1998a, 1998b; Johnson et al., 1999; Lauben, 1999;
Lauben et al., 2001; Blake et al., 2001; Bortnik et al., 2002a,
2002b; Clilverd et al., 2002] who considered either the first
hop of the whistler, only the Magnetospherically Reflecting
(MR) portion of the wave, or the equilibrium flux of
energetic particles. In this work we calculate the detailed
temporal behavior of the differential flux of precipitating
radiation belt electrons driven by an MR whistler produced
by a single cloud to ground lightning discharge, accounting
for the complete temporal development of the precipitation
from the point of injection of the wave to the point at which
the wave energy is damped to negligible levels.
[4] The MR whistler driven scattering process proceeds

as follows: first, a lightning discharge radiates ELF and
VLF electromagnetic waves into the Earth-ionosphere
waveguide which propagate away from the source, illumi-
nating a large region of the bottomside ionosphere [Crary,
1961]. A portion of the radiation incident on the bottomside
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ionosphere leaks through to the topside ionosphere, experi-
encing collisional losses along the way, and coupling into
the whistler mode of propagation [Helliwell, 1965, p. 71].
The whistler wave then propagates away from the Earth
in the nonducted mode, being refracted by the gradients in
the magnetic field B0 and electron number density n0
[Edgar, 1972]. Near the point at which the wave frequency
is equal to the local lower hybrid frequency, these gradients
can lead to the rotation of the wave vector beyond 90� with
respect to B0 [Kimura, 1966], causing the whistler to
reverse its direction of propagation (commonly referred to
as a magnetospheric reflection). The process of propagation
and reflection can occur several times before the MR
whistler is absorbed by suprathermal (�100 eV–1 keV)
electrons through Landau damping. An example of an MR
whistler observed aboard the POLAR satellite is given in
Figure 1 showing multiple reflections of the wave packet,
and the ray path of a 3 kHz ray together with the path
integrated Landau damping is illustrated in Figure 2.
[5] As the MR whistler propagates it alters the pitch-

angles of energetic electrons through both gyroresonance
and Landau resonance interactions. These interactions are
strongest near the magnetic equatorial plane, and slightly
modify the pitch-angle of the resonant electrons, causing
some electrons with pitch-angles on the edge of the loss-
cone to have their pitch angle lowered and precipitate into
the dense upper atmosphere within one bounce period [Inan
et al., 1978]. Since the primary geomagnetic dipole field is
slightly eccentric [Bartels, 1936], resonant electrons whose
pitch-angles are not lowered into the bounce loss-cone may
nevertheless be lost from the radiation-belts within one drift
period around the Earth (i.e., whose pitch-angles enter the
drift-loss-cone), as discussed by Blake et al. [2001]; how-
ever, in this paper we focus entirely on the former case
dealing with precipitation in the bounce-loss-cone.
[6] The remainder of this paper is divided into three

sections, presenting our method (section 2), results
(section 3), and conclusions (section 4). In section 2.1 we
briefly review the methodology used to simulate the MR
whistler wave presented by Bortnik et al. [2003b]; we then
discuss our new technique used in calculating the pitch-
angle changes of resonant energetic electrons (section 2.2),
and a novel method to calculate the resulting precipitated

flux of electrons due to the MR whistler wave (section 2.3)
which uses a convolution approach. In section 2.4, we
present the model we used to simulate the trapped particle
flux, which is based on the AE8 MAX model, and includes
a realistic pitch-angle distribution.
[7] In section 3 we show the results of our simulation,

including the precipitated differential number flux of elec-
trons at the northern and southern feet of the L = 2.3 and L =
3 field lines, as well as the energy flux. We highlight the
important features of these results and discuss the driving
physical mechanisms responsible for their formation. We
conclude the paper in section 4 giving a summary of our
work and major findings.

2. Wave-Particle Interaction Model

[8] The wave-particle interaction model entails (1) the
specification of the whistler wave characteristics along a
particular field-line (section 2.1), and (2) the calculation of
the precipitated flux driven by the wave (sections 2.2 and
2.3) along that field line. In calculating the pitch-angle
scattering of resonant particles, we neglect the feedback of
the particles on the wave (i.e., the re-radiated fields). This
assumption is consistent with past work [Inan et al., 1978,
1982; Chang and Inan, 1983a, 1983b; Chang et al., 1983;
Chang and Inan, 1985a, 1985b; Inan et al., 1985; Neubert
et al., 1987; Jasna, 1993; Lauben, 1999; Lauben et al.,

Figure 1. MR whistler observed aboard the POLAR satellite in the 8 sec interval starting at 0016:24 UT
on May 5, 1996, showing 8 distinct components.

Figure 2. (a) The ray path of a 3 kHz whistler-mode ray
injected at �40� latitude, showing multiple magnetospheric
reflections, and (b) the relative power of the ray as a
function of time.
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2001] and is considered valid when relatively weak waves
are involved (wave magnetic-field component Bw ] 1 pT)
as in the present case, so that no phase trapping occurs [Bell,
1986]. For example, Inan et al. [1978] estimated that under
the ‘smoothest’ conditions (i.e., monochromatic, parallel
propagating whistlers) phase trapping would begin at
�50 pT and nonlinear effects would become more prevalent
for Bw ^ 7pT, although the nonlinear RMS pitch-angle
scattering does not begin to significantly deviate from the
linear case until Bw ^ 20 pT [Inan et al., 1978]. In our case,
due to additional spatiotemporal gradients in wave number
k and wave frequency f, the interaction lengths become
even shorter allowing less opportunity for non-linear
effects.
[9] In effect, even if some amplification of the wave is

present, as argued by Inan et al. [1978] there is no need to
perform a self-consistent simulation since we are only
concerned with particles near the edge of the loss-cone in
this work (within �1�), and the particle population respon-
sible for wave-growth consists of particles with higher
pitch-angles. In the case of MR whistlers which are con-
fined to the plasmasphere, and the ratio of plasma frequency
to gyrofrequency is always greater than 10, it can be shown
[Glauert and Horne, 2005] that the energy diffusion coef-
ficient peaks at a = 60�–90�, i.e., well away from the loss-
cone. Since satellite observations of MR whistlers show that
these waves typically do not exhibit evidence of wave
growth and triggering of VLF emissions [Edgar, 1972],
our test-particle approach seems reasonable.

2.1. Wave Characteristics Along a Single Field Line

[10] We use the methodology and parameter values
described by Bortnik et al. [2003b] and briefly repeated
below, to calculate the detailed frequency-time ( f � t)
spectra of each MR whistler as observed at 1� latitude
intervals along the field-lines of interest.
[11] The lightning discharge is modeled as a short,

vertical current above the ground [Lauben et al., 2001;
Bortnik et al., 2003a, 2003b] which allows us to analytically
specify the upgoing VLF wave power at the bottomside
ionosphere (100 km) as a function of radial distance from
the source. The wave power at the bottomside ionosphere is
then translated to the topside ionosphere (1000 km) by
multiplying it with a transionospheric propagation damping
constant [Helliwell, 1965, Figures 3–35], which is depen-

dent on wave frequency and geographic latitude. The above
procedure gives a complete specification of the wave power
at the topside ionosphere, which we use to ‘weight’ each ray
in our raytracing, before its ray path and Landau damping is
calculated.
[12] To obtain observations of our simulated MR whistler

wave packet, we define an effective area perpendicular to
the field line at each observation point, and use ray tracing
and interpolation to determine the ray paths of �120 million
ray paths. We then simply record the characteristics of
waves that cross our defined effective area and bin these
characteristics according to their frequency and time (bin
widths are Df = 10 Hz, Dt = 10 ms). A number of key
parameters describing our wave simulation are given in
Table 1, and a detailed description together with example
spectrograms and typical wave power is given in Bortnik et
al. [2003b].
[13] The level of latitude discretization (i.e., the spectro-

grams recorded at 1� intervals) is chosen to give the highest
sampling rate of the field line possible, given our available
computational resources, and ensuring a smooth progres-
sion of the recorded wave characteristics with latitude and
time. To ensure ‘smoothness’ we require that the whistler
wave packet should propagate between adjacent latitude
bins (i.e., from li±1 to li) in approximately one time bin, Dt,
of the f � t spectra we construct. Since we consider a large
distribution of wave frequencies (w), wave normal angles
(q), plasma (wp) and gyro-frequencies (wH), each combina-
tion of (w, q, wp, wH) results in a different value of the
refractive index and hence different phase and group veloc-
ities of the wave. However, for typical parameters used in
our simulation, refractive index values of m = 10–100
satisfy our smoothness criterion over the L-shells of interest
(L ] 6).
[14] Although typical coherent interaction lengths span a

few degrees in latitude for monochromatic parallel propa-
gating whistler waves [Helliwell, 1967; Inan et al., 1983],
the interaction lengths for most of the particles are generally
less for obliquely propagating, variable frequency waves
due to the additional gradients in k-vector and frequency.
Our choice of 1� latitude bins represents a realistic interac-
tion length, which is extended by a factor of 2 (effectively a
2� interaction length) in a ‘windowing’ operation (section
2.2). This choice allows for effective sampling of the wave
characteristics along the field line and results in reasonable
computation times.
[15] At every f � t bin of the simulated spectrogram we

record the parameters necessary for the calculation of wave-
induced pitch angle change as a function of time (e.g., wave
frequency, wave power density, wave normal angle, group
time, etc.). The resulting set of calculated f � t spectra
effectively provide an approximation of the wave structure
experienced by trapped electrons moving between mirror
points in the northern and southern hemisphere. In each
latitude bin the MR whistler frequency spectrum is quan-
tized into a series of frequencies separated by Df = 10 Hz.

2.2. Calculation of the Change in Pitch-Angle

[16] We now use the wave characteristics computed as
described above to calculate the differential number flux of
electrons precipitating into the upper ionosphere. To do this
we assume that the pitch-angle changes of energetic elec-

Table 1. Summary of Key Wave Characteristics Used in the MR

Whistler Wave Simulation

Parameter Value

Frequency range 200 Hz–60 kHz
Source latitude, ls 35�
Latitudinal range ±10� about ls
Ray paths 41 rays per frequency component,

130 frequency components
(5330 total ray paths)

Interpolation 0.01� in injection latitude
every 1 Hz in frequency

(�120 million interpolated rays paths)
Pulse length 20 ms rise time to peak;

180 ms fall time to 50% of peak
Peak amplitude 8.5 kA maximum
Plasmasphere Carpenter and Anderson [1992] model

with Kp,max = 0 corresponding to Lpp � 5.5
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trons due to the different frequency components that con-
stitute the wave packet (i.e., the f � t spectra, divided into
Df = 10 Hz bins) in each 1� latitude bin are not correlated.
Clearly, this assumption is not strictly true; however, we
show below that the impact of any correlation upon the
measurable precipitated flux signatures is minimal. As
discussed by Lauben et al. [2001], when interacting with
a nonducted whistler wave packet at least some portion of
the particle population may enter the wave packet in a
specific location and with such a velocity and pitch-angle
that the interactions with the different frequency compo-
nents are phase coherent and thus cumulative (i.e., the
variations in the medium parameters such as wH, wp are
just compensated by the variations in the wave frequency
and k-vector), resulting in an unusually high pitch-angle
perturbation, much higher than can be accounted for on the
basis of linear theory alone. Fortunately, as shown in
Lauben [1999] and as discussed below, the number of
particles that can coherently resonate with the variable
frequency wave is quite small. As a result, the precipitation
flux associated with this portion of the particle population is
negligible compared with that constituted by the remainder

Figure 3. Illustration of flux calculation technique:
calculate a pitch-angle change Dai, and flight time to
ionosphere Dt, for each f � t cell in the spectrogram for
each resonance mode, over all latitudes; add (Darms

i )2 into
the appropriate energy-arrival time bin at the ionosphere.

Figure 4. Flowchart illustrating the procedure of calculating the pitch angle changes at the ionosphere
of resonant particles, as a function of energy and time of arrival.
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of the particles which essentially undergo a random walk in
pitch angle in the wave packet, and the interactions of which
can be handled using a linear diffusion analysis. The
assumption of uncorrelated pitch-angle changes due to
different wave frequency components at a given point and
between interactions which occur at different latitude bins is
important in our work, because it allows extensive paralle-
lization of the problem, essentially making it solvable
within present computational resources.
[17] Figures 3 and 4 illustrate in graphical and flowchart

form the procedure used in calculating the pitch-angle
changes of resonant particles as described below. We build
a table of pitch-angle changes (referred to the magnetic
equator) acquired by resonantly interacting electrons, dis-
played as a function of particle energy and time-of-arrival at
the ionosphere. Thus, we separately treat the scattering
produced by wave energy represented by every f � t cell
in each spectrogram at each latitude bin, and evaluate the
resonant velocity for a particular harmonic resonance mode.
This procedure is repeated for each harmonic resonance
mode ranging from �5 to 5, for time bins ranging from 0 to
20 sec (where the source lightning discharge occurs at t =
0), for frequency bins ranging from 200 Hz to 60 kHz, and
for geomagnetic latitude bins ranging from �40� to 40�
along the field line.
[18] The resonant electron velocity is calculated from the

well-known relativistic gyro-resonance condition [Chang
and Inan, 1983a], by setting dh/dt � 0 where:

dh
dt

¼ wþ vresz kz � mwH=g ð1Þ

and h is the angle between the wave magnetic field vector
and the particle velocity perpendicular to B0, w and wH are
the wave and gyrofrequencies, respectively, vz

res and kz are
the resonant velocity and wave number components,
respectively, that are parallel to B0, m is the gyro-harmonic
order, and g = (1 � (vres/c)2)�1/2 is the relativistic Lorentz
factor. Furthermore, for the present paper we consider
only particles at the edge of the loss-cone [i.e., vres =
vz
res/cos(alc)]. The explicit expression for parallel resonant
velocity is then given by:

vresz ¼

�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w2k2z þ mwHð Þ2 � w2

h i
k2z þ

mwH

c cosalc

� �2
" #vuut � wkz

k2z þ
mwH

c cosalc

� �2

ð2Þ

where the ± sign on the radical indicates the direction of
travel of the particle, the +(�) indicating counter-streaming
(co-streaming) particles and must be used with positive
(negative) m. We define a band of velocities corresponding
to a range of energies a factor of two about the resonant
energy, calculated using (2), discretize the band and
evaluate the pitch angle change for each velocity as
described below. For reference, a factor of two in energy
at 300 keV (i.e., 150 keV to 600 keV) corresponds to
velocity bounds of �29.5% to +41.4% of vres. We choose to
work with energy bounds instead of velocity bounds

because the velocity bounds becomes less accurate as
particle resonant energies become more relativistic (vres !
c), with very small changes in velocity translating to large
changes in energy.
[19] The rate of pitch-angle (a) change as a function of

time (t) of a particle moving through an oblique whistler
wave-field was described by Bell [1984, equation (47)] and
is rewritten below for the relativistic case as:

da
dt

¼ �mew2
tm

kzp?
1þ cos2 a

mY � 1

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

T1

sin h|ffl{zffl}
T2

þ 1

meg

p?
2wH

@wH

@z|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
T3

ð3Þ

where Y = wH/w, p? and me are the electron’s momentum
perpendicular to the ambient magnetic field and rest mass,
respectively, and:

b ¼ kxp?
megwH

ð4Þ

kz ¼ k cos q ¼ wm=cð Þ cos q; kx ¼ k sin q ð5Þ

w2
tm ¼ �1ð Þm�1 w2

t0 Jm�1 bð Þ � a1Jmþ1 bð Þ þ ga2Jm bð Þ½ � ð6Þ

w2
t0 ¼

w1kzp?
gme

ð7Þ

w1 ¼
e

2me

Bw
x þ Bw

y

� �
; w2 ¼

e

2me

Bw
x � Bw

y

� �
ð8Þ

a1 ¼
w2

w1

; a2 ¼
eEw

z

w1p?
ð9Þ

R1 ¼
Ew
x þ Ew

y

Bw
x þ Bw

y

; R2 ¼
Ew
x � Ew

y

Bw
x � Bw

y

ð10Þ

where Ex,y,z
w and Bx,y,z

w are the real values of the wave electric
and magnetic fields in the x, y, and z directions, respectively,
e is the electron charge, i.e., e = jqj = 1.6 � 10�19 C, and Ji
are Bessel functions of the first kind, order i. We note that
the direction vectors x, y, and z, refer respectively to the
direction of the static magnetic field, direction of increasing
L-shell, and y completes the right-handed set.
[20] To close our set of equations, we note that the wave

electric and magnetic field components in (10) are not
independent, but are instead related through the physics of
the propagation mode. Following previous work [Bell,
1984; Jasna, 1993; Lauben et al., 2001; Bortnik, 2004],
we relate the Poynting flux of the wave Sw = (1/2)<e Ew �
Hw}, as well as all other wave components to the single
reference component By

w as:

Bw
y

��� ���2¼ 2m0r
2
2X

2m cos qjSwj

c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tan q� r1r2Xð Þ2 þ 1þ r22X

� �2q ð11Þ
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X ¼ P

P � m2 sin2 q
ð12aÞ

r1 ¼
Ew
z

Ew
y

¼ m2 � Sð Þm2 sin q cos q
D m2 sin2 q� P
� � ð12bÞ

r2 ¼
Ew
x

Ew
y

¼ m2 � S

D
ð12cÞ

and

Ew
x

Bw
y

¼
c P � m2 sin2 q
� �

Pm cos q
;

Ew
y

Bw
y

¼
Dc P � m2 sin2 q
� �

Pm cos q S � m2ð Þ ;

Ew
z

Bw
y

¼ �cm sin q
P

;

Bw
x

Bw
y

¼
�D P � m2 sin2 q
� �
P S � m2ð Þ ;

Bw
z

Bw
y

¼
D sin q P � m2 sin2 q

� �
P cos q S � m2ð Þ

where c is the speed of light, m0 = 4 p � 10�7 H/m is the
permeability of free space, and all other symbols have been
previously defined.
[21] Equation (3) is integrated about the latitude of

interest li, from li � Dl/2 to li + Dl/2 where Dl in our
case is taken to be 1�. Specifically, to perform the integra-
tion we divide (3) into three parts labeled T1, T2, and T3.
The term T3 describes adiabatic motion and is implicitly
incorporated when we refer the change in pitch angle to its
geomagnetic equatorial value.
[22] The factor T1 generally varies slowly in the interval

of interest, so we treat it as a constant evaluated at li. The
factor T2 is the fastest varying of the factors in Equation (3),
and typically undergoes many cycles in an integration
interval unless the resonance condition (2) is approxi-
mately satisfied, in which case h remains approximately
constant.
[23] For simplicity, we approximate the gyrofrequency

as a linear function in z (distance along the field line) at
the center of each latitude bin li, i.e., wH ’ wH(li) +
(@wH/@z)jl=li

(z � z0) so that h becomes quadratic in z,
and the integral of T2 can generally be evaluated in the
form of Fresnel integrals which are readily solved using a
fast numerical technique [Mielenz, 2000]. In the integra-
tion of (3) p? is also approximated to first order to be
the adiabatically varying unperturbed momentum, so that
nonlinearities due to the wave forces are not included and
the equation is integrable in terms of known functions (see
similar past work such as Das [1971] and Ashour-Abdalla
[1972]).
[24] Figure 5 shows the equatorial root-mean-square

(rms) pitch-angle change of a group of monoenergetic
electrons having the same pitch-angle, but being uniformly
distributed in Larmor phase about B0 (gyrotropic). These

particles move through a wave described by a single f � t
cell, at the magnetic equator (li = 0�), with f = 3.055 kHz,
and t = 0.935 sec. In this figure, the resonant energy Eres =
21.6 keV (vres = 8.46 � 107 m/s) and the band of velocities
considered corresponds to the energy range 10.8 keV to
43.2 keV, a wave normal angle q = 58.32�, a refractive index
m = 63, By

w = 0.37 pT, and L = 3. The figure indicates that the
change in pitch-angle drops off rapidly as the velocity of the
interacting electron deviates away from the resonance
velocity. Due to this fast dropoff, in past work dealing with
coherent wave-particle interactions the pitch-angle change
was calculated for only a small band of electron velocities,
typically 1%–3% [Inan et al., 1978; Chang and Inan,
1983a, 1983b, 1985a, 1985b; Jasna, 1993; Lauben et
al., 2001] around the resonant velocity. Nevertheless, in
this work we choose a broader band of velocities to ensure
that ‘‘off-resonant pitch-angle changes are accounted for,
since these can lead to increased precipitation fluxes [Wykes
et al., 2001a, 2001b]. Our choice of the broad bounds for
the energy range was made because at those bounds the
pitch-angle deflection is �100 times smaller than at the
resonant velocity and hence can be considered negligible. In
actual fact, the most significant contribution to precipitated
flux comes from those electrons within a few percent of the
resonant velocity, so our choice of a factor of two (in
energy) is quite sufficient.
[25] The quasi-periodic nulls in pitch-angle deflection

shown in Figure 5 are caused by the artificially imposed
sharp limit on the wave-particle interaction length, due to
our latitude ‘‘binning’’. While it is more accurate to consider
the envelope of pitch-angle deflections (thus avoiding the
nulls), a preliminary analysis shows that after adding the
pitch angle contributions from all f � t bins at all latitudes,
the effect of this artificiality is rendered insignificant so the
enveloping operation can be omitted for computational
simplicity.
[26] Figure 6 shows an example of a comparison of our

analytical solution (blue curve) to the full solution (red
curve) of (3) over two different 1� latitude bins, at li = 0�

ð13Þ

Figure 5. Equatorial rms pitch-angle change (Darms) as a
function of electron parallel velocity vz for a single f � t cell
at li = 0�.
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(left column), and li = �10� (right column). The full
solution is obtained by integrating (3) with (1) and (10)
numerically over the entire 1� latitude bin, explicitly calcu-
lating the values of all the terms in the integration without
resorting to the analytical simplifications described above in
connection with the analytical solution. We consider three
velocity ranges around the resonant velocity, ±0.5%, ±10%,
and ±20% in rows 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and compute the
average error in each band as:

Error ¼ 1

v2 � v1

Xv2
v1

jDaanalyt
rms � Dafull

rmsj
Dafull

rm

ð14Þ

where v1 and v2 are the lower and upper velocity bounds,
respectively, around the resonant velocity.

[27] The figure shows that typical errors between our
analytical solution and the full solution are <1% for
velocities near the resonant velocity (Figures 6a and 6d),
and increase as the range of velocities around the resonant
velocity is increased, as in Figures 6b and 6c and Figures 6e
and 6f. This decrease in accuracy occurs primarily due to the
formation of nulls as discussed in connection with Figure 5,
where the deflection in pitch-angle is very sensitive to minor
changes in the initial values (labeled as ‘discrepancy’ in our
figure). The errors associated with points close to the nulls
can be as large as 50%, but this does not impact our
calculation since the absolute values of Darms are extremely
low compared to the peak, regardless of the method used in
calculating them.
[28] As li increases, the agreement between the two

methods improves, and the error decreases regardless of

Figure 6. Comparison of Darms using analytical (blue) versus full non-linear solution (red) methods, at
two different latitude bins li = 0� (left column) and li = �10� (right column), using three different
velocity bands about the resonant velocity, ±0.5%, ±10%, and ±20% in rows 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
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the velocity band used. This result comes about because the
rate of change of B0, vz, and v? with latitude is dominated
by the first derivative which we account for in our analytical
solution, compared with the second derivative which we
neglect, and which is most important at the geomagnetic
equator where the first derivative of the above quantities is
zero (with respect to latitude).
[29] In integrating (1) to obtain h which is used subse-

quently in (3), we are left with the integration constant h0,
which is the initial electron Larmor phase angle relative to
the wave magnetic field. In past work [Inan et al., 1978;
Chang and Inan, 1985b; Inan et al., 1985; Jasna, 1993;
Lauben et al., 2001], dependence of scattering on h0 was
accounted for explicitly by evaluating the equations of
motion for 12 or more particles distributed uniformly in
Larmor phase, since non-linear effects depend strongly on
the relative phase between the particle and the wave. In our
case, the interaction is assumed to be linear, in which case
the scattering in pitch angle is proportional to sinh0 [Inan et
al., 1978] (with derivation in Appendix A of Inan [1977]).
This sinusoidal dependence on h0 provides for a number of
analytical conveniences. Firstly, we need only solve (3)
once (after averaging over initial Larmor phase) which
directly gives the root-mean-square (rms) pitch-angle scat-
tering Darms. Using Darms we are able to characterize the
entire interaction in Larmor phase (for example Damax =ffiffiffi
2

p
Darms). Secondly, the uniform pitch-angle distribution of

the particles in Larmor phase can be thought of as a random
variable, which (when scattered by the wave) goes through
a particular function (or filter) and attains a new distribution
in pitch-angle. The probability density function (PDF) of
this new distribution is discussed in section 2.3.
[30] After calculating the rms pitch angle change of a

group of particles of a certain velocity at some given
latitude li, the flight time to the ionosphere Dt is calculated

and the quantity Darms
i =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
h Daið Þ2i

q
is referred to the

equator (described below) and added into the appropriate
energy-time (E � t) bin, where E is the particular energy of
the group of particles under consideration, and t is the total
time taken for the particle to reach the ionosphere from the
time of origin of the source lightning discharge (i.e., the time
for thewhistlerwave to propagate from the source to the given
L-shell and latitude li, plus the time taken for the electron to
reach the topside ionosphere from this interaction latitude on
that L-shell). The quantity Darms

i is referred to the equator by
adding it to the loss cone pitch-angle at li, i.e., a1 = alc

i +
Darms, adiabatically mapping the sum to the equator using
sin(a2)

2/Beq = sin(a1)
2/Bi, and subtracting the equatorial loss-

cone pitch angleDarms
eq =a2�aeq. The behavior of a resonant

particle near the equator is discussed below in connection
with Figure 7.
[31] There are a number of important elements which

underlie the methodology outlined above. Firstly, the pitch
angle deflections Darms

i that occur at different latitudes
along the field-line, at different times, due to various wave
frequency components and resonance modes, are grouped
on the basis of electron energy and time. This method of
grouping is chosen because the pitch-angle deflections for
particles of a certain energy that arrive at the ionosphere at a
given time essentially belong to the same particle (or bunch
of gyrotropic particles), regardless of where along the field
the pitch-angle changes may have actually occurred. Sec-
ondly, we square and add equatorial (rms) pitch angle
deflections because we assume that the pitch angle changes
in any given latitude bin are not correlated with pitch angle
changes occurring in any other latitude bin. This method
can lead to errors if the pitch-angle scatterings in adjacent
bins are indeed correlated.
[32] We show a typical Daeq plot in Figure 7 which

demonstrates how a constant frequency wave at the mag-

Figure 7. The resonant interaction of an energetic particle with an oblique whistler showing the relative
phase angle h and equatorial pitch angle change at (a), (b) L = 5 and (c), (d) L = 3.
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netic equator interacts with a group of particles at the
respective resonant energies at L = 3 and L = 5. Typical
MR whistler parameters are chosen for this example from
the ls = 35� simulation, with f = 3 kHz, q near the Gendrin
angle, and wave power of �2.5 � 10�14 W/m2/Hz (which
corresponds to�0.3 pTwith the chosen parameters at L = 3).
In Figure 7a we show that for the interaction scenario
involving no f-variation and very slow wH variation, the
interaction length in latitude is still �3.54�, very similar
to the value at L = 3, though the net pitch-angle change is
�10 times greater. In the typical simulations we perform,
the interaction length is necessarily shorter because @ f/@l,
@kz/@l 6¼ 0.
[33] To quantify the errors incurred due to latitude dis-

cretization, we compare the pitch-angle changes experi-
enced by a group of particles with and without latitude
discretization. For this purpose we chose a typical L-shell
(L = 2.3) and frequency band ( f ’ 3.2 – 3.3 kHz) and use a
large number (�26,500) of combinations of typical wave
parameters taken from the ls = 35� injection wave simu-
lation (where ls is the source latitude of the causative
lightning strike). The wave parameters were recorded at
1� latitude bins in the range li � �30� to 40�. The wave
parameters strictly apply to only the 1� interval, but for the
purpose of our error study we extrapolate these parameters
over a 10� latitude range, spanning ±5� about each li. We
then integrate (3) for the resonant particles to obtain the
pitch angle change Dai0 for the particular 10� latitude span
centered at li. To measure how well discretization com-
pares with the nominal pitch angle change Dai0, we further
subdivide the 10� latitude interval into ten 1� subintervals,
integrate (3) in each subinterval to obtain the partial pitch
angle changes (Dai1 to Dai10), compute (Dai1

2 + . . . +
Dai10

2 )1/2 and compare to Dai0.

[34] To go a step further, we introduced a ‘windowing’
operation, whereby the windowed partial pitch angle
changes Dai1x � Dai10x are evaluated over an interval of

xDl, and the quantity

�
1

x
(Dai1x

2 + . . . +Dai10x
2 )

�
1/2 is

calculated as before. We would expect that as x ! 10, the
error would tend to 0, and this is indeed the case. We show
the results of our error study for x = 1, 2, 3, and 4 in
Figure 8, where the distributions are obtained by adding the
value Dai0 into the appropriate error bin and then normal-
izing, and errors span from �100% to 100% divided into
5% bins. The choice of adding Dai0 into the appropriate
error bin as opposed to simply incrementing a counter in
that bin was made because not all errors are equally
significant. The change in pitch angle spans many orders
of magnitude �10�15–10�1 and often the largest errors
occur at the smallest Dai0’s (in the nulls shown in Figure 6c
and discussed above) where the pitch-angle change is well
within the numerical noise level.
[35] As shown in Figure 8 the discretized results agree

reasonably well with the non-descretized results (bearing
in mind the huge scale variations of the Dai0’s mentioned
above). As x increases the mean of the distribution mdist
tends to zero fairly quickly, but the standard deviation
sdist does not, remaining at �10� (the distribution does
become narrower, but this is only visible for larger values
of x). In the remainder of this paper we use a sliding
‘window’ of 2� (but still spaced at every 1�) because in
general we obtain the largest differential improvement in
mean value in changing from x = 1 to x = 2, and a
marginal increase in sdist (we expect that as the sample
size increases, sdist would become slightly smaller in the
latter case). Although further improvements may come
about with higher values of x, we have chosen not to
make the integration window larger because the window-
ing operation results in a convolution or ‘smearing’ in
time. Electrons scattered in an interaction occurring at a
certain li arrive at the ionosphere with a time-uncertainty
corresponding to the flight time of the particle through
the x� latitude interval. For instance, a 10 keV particle at
the loss-cone has a time-uncertainty of �0.02 sec at L ’
5 and �0.01 sec at L ’ 2.3. Since our E � t plots have
a time resolution (Dt) of 0.02 sec we have chosen not to
use higher values of x so as to not make the time-
smearing greater than Dt.
[36] To summarize our major tradeoffs, we note that wave

parameters were calculated at 1� latitude intervals since this
is the coarsest latitude sampling allowable, which would
nevertheless ensure that wave power traveled approximately
one time-bin (or less) in the spectrogram between adjacent
latitude bins for typical wave parameters. Using the 1�
latitude sampling for the wave parameters, we chose to
integrate the test-particle equation (3) with a 2� window
which is the largest integration interval possible, which
nevertheless ensures a time-spread in the precipitated iono-
spheric flux of approximately one time-bin (or less) for
typical test-particle parameters. Using the above discretiza-
tion scheme gives errors of mdist ] 10�, sdist � 15� when
compared to scattering by constant frequency tones at L =
2.3, which is considered to be representative of the discre-
tization errors expected over the whole simulation space.
This is due to the self-similarity of MR whistlers when

Figure 8. Latitude discretization error study for L = 2.3,
f � 3 kHz showing the mean and variance for (a)–(d) 1�–4�
latitude windows.
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normalized by the equatorial gyrofrequency [Lundin and
Krafft, 2001], which is how resonant electrons naturally
tend to perceive the wave from (1).
[37] In the error study discussed in Figure 8 above, we

have assumed a constant frequency over the entire 10�
latitude interval which gives the somewhat pessimistic error
estimates near the equator. However, when simulating off-
equatorial cases @f/@l = 0 but @wH/@l 6¼ 0 which can also
be interpreted as an equatorial interaction (i.e., @wH/@l = 0)
with a varying frequency tone @f/@l 6¼ 0. Since we sample
both sides of the equator (i.e. @wH/@l > 0 and @wH/@l < 0)
we effectively capture signals whose frequency both
increases and decreases as a function of time.
[38] A final point to note about Figure 8 is that the f � t

slope of whistlers does indeed tend to decrease after several
bounces of the wave, causing the tone to appear more
constant and thus increasing the interaction length [Bortnik
et al., 2003b]. However, real measured spectrograms show
that the tones also become more incoherent and noisy
(Figure 1), which makes the wave-particle interactions
more diffusive rather than coherent. While we cannot

quantify the error associated with this effect directly, we
do again point out that our approach is naturally suited to
model this loss of coherence. Since the typical variation of
the outer radiation-belt fluxes (which are the available
population for scattering) can be a factor of �100 during
disturbed conditions, our bound on the discretization error
seems quite acceptable.
[39] Figure 9 shows a typical equatorial pitch-angle

deflection array, calculated as described above, displayed
as a function of particle energy E, and arrival time at the
ionosphere t for both northern (Figure 9a) and southern
(Figure 9b) hemispheres at the ionospheric endpoints of the
L ’ 3 field-line. The most intense pitch-angle scattering is
associated with the first (m = 1) counterstreaming cyclotron
resonant interaction between energetic particles and the first
few hops of the MR whistler wave. Peak deflections are
�0.1� occurring between �100 keV and �1 MeV. This
pitch-angle deflection array corresponds to the precipitated
differential number flux shown in Figures 13c and 13d,
where a more complete discussion of the detailed E � t
features is given.

Figure 9. The pitch-angle deflection array as a function of particle energy E and arrival time at the
ionosphere t, for a lightning source latitude of ls = 35�, and observed at L ’ 3.
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2.3. Determination of the Precipitated Flux

[40] After carrying out the above procedure as illustrated
in Figure 4 over every f � t bin at every latitude location,
and for all resonance modes, we are left with two tables
(one each for the northern and southern ‘feet’ of the field
line) whose entries represent the total equatorial pitch-angle
variances h(Darms)

2i of the perturbed particle distributions
as a function of particle energy and ionospheric arrival
times, shown in Figure 9. In order to obtain results that can
be compared with measurement, we need to transform the
pitch-angle change table into a corresponding table of
precipitated flux. In past work [Inan et al., 1978; Chang
and Inan, 1985b; Jasna, 1993; Lauben et al., 2001], this
transformation has been implemented with an algorithm that
mapped an unperturbed distribution function in velocity-
pitch-angle space into the perturbed distribution by applying
the calculated pitch angle perturbation to each individual
test-particle, and then using the distribution function to

determine the total flux of particles that has scattered into
the loss-cone. Based on the relatively insensitive depen-
dence of scattering on the initial pitch-angles, portions of
the distribution function immediately above the loss cone
were perturbed with the same set of values as the population
at the edge of the loss cone, allowing the determination of
all particles that could possibly be scattered.
[41] The procedure outlined above can be summarizedwith

the following steps, and illustrated in Figures 10a and 10b:
[42] 1. Calculate a ‘perturbing function’ (e.g., Figure 10b

that corresponds to the sinusoidal scattering shown in
Figure 10a) that describes how a group of particles with
the same pitch-angle and energy is scattered in pitch-angle
as a function of initial phase h0.
[43] 2. Multiply the perturbing function with the value of

the distribution function at the loss-cone.
[44] 3. Shift perturbing function to slightly higher pitch-

angle and multiply with the new value of the distribution

Figure 10. Analytic determination of precipitated flux (a) equatorial pitch-angle change as a function
of initial angle (b) PDF of (a), (c) convolution of ‘sine’ scattering with square distribution, and
(d) convolution of ‘sine’ scattering with a ramp function.
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function. Continue shifting the perturbing function and
multiplying (scaling) by the value of the distribution
function.
[45] 4. Integrate all the shifted-and-scaled replicas of the

perturbing function to obtain the new ‘disturbed’ distribu-
tion function, i.e., the distribution function after the wave
has scattered a portion of the particles into the loss-cone.
[46] This operation essentially amounts to numerical

convolution, and since we have a deterministic scattering
function h (Figures 10a and 10b) and deterministic distri-
bution function g, the convolution can be performed ana-
lytically thereby reducing computation time.
[47] The convolution operation is illustrated in Figures 10c

and 10d. In Figure 10c, we convolve a ‘square’ pitch angle
distribution (a uniform distribution in pitch angle, with a
sharp cutoff at the loss-cone) of magnitude b0 with a
scattering function characterized by the maximum pitch-
angle change Damax. The analytical result of the convolution
is shown in Figure 10c, and is given as:

fp ¼ h*g ¼
0 a < alc � Damax

b0

p
p
2
þ sin�1 a� alc

Damax

� �� �
alc � Damax < a < alc þ Damax

b0 alc þ Damax < a

8><>:
[48] In Figure 10d we show a similar result, derived for a

‘ramp’ distribution with the convolution result again shown
in the panel, and given as:

fp ¼ h*g ¼

0 a < alc � Damax

b1

p
a� alcð Þ p

2
þ sin�1 a� alc

Damax

� �� �
. . .

þ b1

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Da2

max � a� alcð Þ2
q

alc � Damax < a < alc þ Damax

b1 a� alcð Þ alc þ Damax < a

8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:

where h = (p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Damaxð Þ2� Dað Þ2

q
)�1 is the perturbing

function in both cases. The loss-cone distribution function is
given by g = b0u(a � alc) and g = b1u(a � alc)(a � alc) in
Figures 10c and 10d, respectively, where u is the step
function, and the constants b0, b1 are obtained from the
trapped flux model (see following section). The convolution
method can be applied to a distribution function p of
arbitrary shape, by letting g(a) = bu(a � alc)p(a � alc) and
expanding p into a Taylor series about alc. The first two
terms are shown in Figures 10c and 10d, respectively, and
higher order terms can be readily obtained (A7).
[49] The hatched areas of Figures 10c and 10d represent

those particles scattered into the loss-cone. Our task now is
to obtain the total precipitated flux, and to this end, we
convert the perturbed distribution function fp(E, t, a) into a
perturbed flux function Fp(E, t, a) using the following
formula [Chang, 1983]:

Fp E; t;að Þ ¼ fp E; t;að Þv2
mg3

ð17Þ

[50] In order to obtain the differential precipitated flux, we
multiply with a cos a factor to obtain flux parallel to B0,
integrate Fp over the solid angle representing the loss-cone,
and finally multiply the result obtained above by a factor gc =

(sin2 alc
eq)�1 representing the contraction in cross-section of

the geomagnetic flux tube as particles travel from the equator
to ionospheric altitudes [Lauben et al., 2001]. This can be
written as:

F E; tð Þ ¼ 1

sin2 alc

zfflfflffl}|fflfflffl{flux tube
contraction Z 2p

0

Z alc

0

Fp E; t;að Þ cosa|ffl{zffl}
adjustment

for area ? to B0

sina da df|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
solid angle dW

¼ p
sin2 alc

Z alc

0

Fp E; t;að Þ sin 2a da ð18Þ

where all values of a are taken to be equatorial, and f is the
azimuthal angle.
[51] Finally, the number of precipitating electrons N(t)

and the associated energy flux Q(t) which they represent are
found by integrating F(E, t) with respect to energy as:

N tð Þ ¼
Z
E>Eth

F E; tð ÞdE ð19aÞ

Q tð Þ ¼
Z
E>Eth

EF E; tð ÞdE ð19bÞ

respectively, where we integrate above the lower energy
threshold Eth to facilitate comparison with particle detector
measurements made for energies above some sensitivity
threshold.

2.4. Modeling of the Trapped Particle Distribution

[52] We use two different models of the available flux of
energetic radiation-belt particles: the extrapolated analytic
function of Bell et al. [2002] with an assumed square loss-
cone distribution, and the AE8 MAX radiation belt-model
[Vette, 1991] with an assumed sinusoidal loss-cone distri-
bution shown in Figure 11. We note that the ordinate label
J(E) is the integral over pitch-angle of the flux function F
(17) (before it is perturbed by the wave) divided by 4p.
These distributions were selected (1) to compare our work
with similar past work, (2) to compare the precipitation
signatures at different L-shells using a simple analytic
function, and (3) to simulate a more realistic L-dependent
particle population with a softer loss-cone distribution. Past
workers [Inan et al., 1978; Chang and Inan, 1985b; Jasna,
1993; Lauben et al., 2001] have relied on the flux measure-
ments taken by OGO 3 [Schield and Frank, 1970] for
modeling the trapped energetic particle population, and
quantitative comparison with past workers requires that
we use the same distribution. On the other hand, the OGO
3 measurements were obtained in the region 4.2 < L < 5.7,
rely on a relatively small sample of observations, and are
atypical in that they represent more intense fluxes (partic-
ularly in the suprathermal range) compared to more recent
observations made aboard the POLAR satellite [Bell et al.,
2002], which were taken in the region 2.3 < L < 4, and rely
on the large HYDRA data set (see Figure 11). In this
connection, it should be noted that we also use the POLAR
fluxes in our evaluation of the Landau damping of the
whistler-mode rays. In past work the determination of the
trapped fluxes for higher energy electrons (>10 keV) were

ð15Þ

ð16Þ
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based on crude assumptions of E�n type of scaling from
OGO 3 measurements at �1 keVof f(v) with n ranging from
2 to 6. In our work, the distribution of higher (>10 keV)
energy electrons is modeled in a manner consistent with
HYDRA measurements of lower (<20 keV) energy elec-
trons in that we extrapolate the distribution function of Bell
et al. [2002] by modifying the particle velocity with the
Lorentz factor, giving the expression:

f vð Þ ¼ a1

v4m
� a2

v5m
þ a3

v6m
ð20Þ

where f is in s3cm�6, vm is the modified velocity given by
vm = v/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� v2=c2
p

where v is the velocity in cm-s�1, and
a1, a2, and a3 are model constants set to 4.9 � 105 cm�2s�1,
8.3 � 1014 cm�1s�2, and 5.4 � 1023 s�3, respectively. This
extrapolated distribution is shown in Figure 11 and exhibits
a rolloff with energy that is similar to typical (solar
maximum) AE8 fluxes, but tends to underestimate such
fluxes by as much as a factor of a few hundred in the few
100 keV to few MeV range.
[53] The simple analytical distribution function given

above lacks certain features necessary when producing
‘global’ views of the MR whistler driven precipitation
signatures. Firstly, the actual trapped energetic particle
fluxes are clearly L-dependent, producing the well-known
radiation belt zones (inner belt, outer belt, and slot region
shown in Figures 11 and 12). Secondly, the energy spectrum
not only scales with L-shell, but the energy e-folding factor
is L-dependent. Finally, a unique feature in the present work
is the increased duration of the precipitation signature, due
to the relatively long-lived (�10 sec) MR whistler waves.
Previously [Inan et al., 1978; Chang and Inan, 1985a;
Jasna, 1993; Lauben et al., 2001], it was assumed that only
the first equatorial crossing of the whistler was important for
wave-induced particle precipitation, and thus only the first

equatorial crossing was modeled, so that the resonant
electrons would only experience one counter-streaming
first-order gyroresonant interaction. It was thus plausible
that a fresh particle population would enter the wave-packet
with a sharp cutoff at the loss-cone, interact with the wave
resulting in erosion of the near-loss-cone distribution and
that the eroded loss-cone distribution would not be encoun-
tered again by the wave. In this work, we consider many
harmonic resonance interactions and the MR whistlers
endure for tens of seconds, providing ample time for the
same population of particles to mirror many times between
hemispheres. Our solution is to assume a simple equilibrium
loss-cone distribution after Walt et al. [2002] of the form
F(E, L, a) = b1 sin (a � alc) where b1 = b1(E, L) is found
by integrating out the pitch angle dependence and compar-
ing to the predicted model fluxes J(E, L). We thus assume
that the flux removed by the MR whistler-wave is immedi-
ately replenished from higher pitch angles, such that the
equilibrium distribution remains constant for the duration of
the MR whistler driven precipitation event. Our assumed
pitch-angle distribution is based on the most recent analyt-
ical AE model (AE5) which uses a sinusoidal distribution
raised to some power m (where m � 1), which is itself quite
realistic, being based upon decades of radiation-belt mea-
surements [Vette, 1991]. The assumption that our equilibrium
pitch-angle distribution remains constant even after an
interaction with the MR whistler requires some elaboration:
firstly, since MR whistlers are confined to the plasmasphere
[Edgar, 1972; Bortnik et al., 2003b], the ratio of plasma
frequency to gyrofrequency remains greater than 10, in
which case the pitch-angle diffusion coefficient increases
with a [Glauert and Horne, 2005]. This means that the
same whistler that scattered the original ‘‘near loss-cone’’
electrons into the loss cone, is able to bring higher pitch-
angle electrons with the same (or greater) efficiency down

Figure 11. Energetic electron fluxes calculated using the
AE8 model (blue curves) at L = 2.2, 3.2, 4.2, and 5.2, and
the extrapolated analytical distribution of Bell et al. [2002]
(red curve) derived from HYDRA data. The inset shows the
‘sine’ and ‘square’ pitch-angle distributions associated with
the AE8 and analytical distributions, respectively.

Figure 12. Equatorial omnidirectional flux of energetic
radiation belt particles used in the computation of
precipitated flux, calculated using AE8 model.
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to the loss cone and thus maintain the equilibrium distribu-
tion we assumed.
[54] In addition, the MR whistler drives a bunch of

electrons into the loss-cone on a particular field-line, but
this bunch is quite localized, especially in bounce phase. In
effect, the pitch-angle distribution is degraded (if we assume
no replenishing from higher pitch angles), but if the next
reflection of the MR whistler wave interacts with a bunch of
electrons on the same field line, it will very likely not match
up to the exact bounce-phase of the previous bunch of
electrons and thus effectively see an unperturbed pitch-angle
distribution. A smaller effect is the eastward azimuthal drift
(curvature and gradient drift) of fresh particle populations
into the interaction region, thus again insuring that the wave
always sees an equilibrium distribution.
[55] Finally, the loss-cone distribution is often not as soft

as what we assumed, and can become a lot steeper [Inan et
al., 1989], driving far higher fluxes of precipitating elec-
trons into the loss-cone. We thus believe that our estimate
may be somewhat conservative.
[56] Analytically, this equilibrium pitch angle dependence

is treated using a first order Taylor series expansion as
shown in Figure 10d and Appendix A, which is a good
approximation within a few degrees of the loss cone where

most of the precipitated flux originates. Using the AE8
model with the sinusoidal loss-cone distribution is expected
to give realistic values of precipitation flux in the inner
magnetosphere that are directly comparable to observations.
[57] The AE8 flux values are used only from the equa-

torial region, where B/B0 = 1 (B is the local magnetic field
intensity, and B0 is the minimum B value along the field
line), and we assume the sinusoidal pith-angle distribution
described above such that the total pitch-angle integrated
flux is maintained. In addition, the flux at values lower
than �100 keV is obtained by extrapolating the fluxes from
>100 keV in log-space. As shown in Figure 11, these
extrapolations intersect the measured 0.1–1 keV fluxes
measured on POLAR, so we believe the extrapolations at
intermediate energies are quite reasonable.

3. Simulation Results

3.1. Differential Number Flux

[58] The precipitated differential number flux signatures
at the ionospheric end points (‘feet’) of two different field-
lines are compared in Figure 13. The left and right columns
show results for L = 2.3 and L = 3, and the top and bottom
panels represent the northern and southern hemispheres,

Figure 13. Precipitated differential number flux signatures at 100 km altitude, due to a lightning
discharge at ls = 35� at L = 2.3 and L = 3 in the northern and southern hemispheres, with color-scale as
shown.
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respectively. The energy is shown in keV on the ordinate,
time in seconds on the abscissa, and differential number
flux (where integration was performed in pitch-angle over
the loss-cone as described in section 2.3) in electrons-
cm�2 sec�1 keV�1 on the color scale. The lightning
source latitude was located at ls = 35�, and we have
used the extrapolated analytic function (20) with an
assumed square loss-cone distribution for the trapped
energetic particle flux.
[59] In examining Figure 13, certain common features are

readily apparent in all the panels: there is a large band of
precipitation between a few hundred eV and �10 keV,
peaking at �1.5 keV. This intense flux is due to Landau
resonance which scatters the lower energy particles into the
loss cone. While the Landau resonance itself is less efficient
than the (m 6¼ 0) gyroresonance modes, resulting in lower
average pitch-angle changes, the abundance of lower energy
particles compensates for this inefficiency, producing sig-
nificantly higher number fluxes than other resonance
modes.
[60] Near �10 keV the Landau resonance flux decreases

because the Landau resonance becomes less efficient, and
an effective gap in the flux is created from �10 keV up to a
few tens of keV. The fact that Landau interactions occur
with particles of energies up to �10 keV comes about due
to off-equatorial interactions at high wave-normal angles as
discussed below and shown in Figure 14. The absence of
precipitated flux in the energy band between �10 keV and
�80 keV (for our typical lightning frequency spectrum)
comes about due to the fundamental shift in the physical
mechanism coupling particle and wave, from the Landau
resonance to cyclotron resonance with no intermediate
stages, and is indicated by the yellow band in Figure 14.
The precipitated flux above �80 keV is due to cyclotron

resonance of energetic particles with the wave. There are
multiple ‘swaths’ of precipitation occurring at E ^ 80 keV
between 0 and �6 sec in Figures 13a and 13b, and between
0 and �14 sec in Figures 13c and 13d, resulting from the
magnetospheric reflections (and thus multiple equatorial
crossings) of the whistler wave packet. Since the wave-
particle interaction is generally most efficient near the
geomagnetic equator [Helliwell, 1967; Inan et al., 1983],
these swaths appear discrete, descending in energy with
time commensurate with the varying f � t structure of the
underlying wave, and to a lesser degree due the longer flight
time to the ionosphere of lower energy particles from a
particular wave-particle interaction location. The first gyro-
resonance ‘pulse’ in Figures 13a and 13b appears very
broad in energy because the first hop of the whistler is
wideband, containing frequency components from 200 Hz
to 60 kHz, the majority of which (�8–60 kHz) do not
magnetospherically reflect and are absorbed in the iono-
sphere after the first equatorial traverse. These higher
frequency components resonate with lower energy particles
as is implied by (2), thus stretching the energy band of
precipitated particles down to very low energies only in the
first pulse. In the context of this discussion, it should be
noted that the dependence of resonant energy on wave
frequency is not simple, as it also involves the wave normal
angle [through (2)], determined in the course of the com-
putation of the ray path.
[61] A similar plot of differential number flux is shown in

Figures 13c and 13d for L = 3. The same broad features are
apparent in this plot: an intense band of low energy
precipitating particles due to the Landau resonance, absence
of precipitation at energies of a few tens of keV, and a
higher energy component of multiple swaths of precipitat-
ing electrons due to the gyroresonant interactions.

Figure 14. Resonant energies of electrons as a function of geomagnetic latitude at L = 3 for wave
frequencies f = 2.5 kHz (dashed line) and f = 3.5 kHz (solid line), assuming q = 80�, for harmonic
resonances m = �2 to 2.
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[62] We illustrate the points discussed above by consid-
ering a simpler situation, shown in Figure 14 where the
resonant energies of electrons are plotted as a function of
geomagnetic latitude at L = 3 for two different wave
frequencies f = 2.5 kHz (dashed line) and f = 3.5 kHz (solid
line), a wave normal angle q = 80� and parametrized in
harmonic resonance modes m = �2 to 2. We highlight
in yellow the band of energies that do not resonate with
the chosen wave frequencies over the latitude range
shown, noting that they fall in a similar energy range
(E ’ 10 to 80 keV) to that in Figure 13. The resonant
energy of particles increases with latitude for all reso-
nance modes, and is typically higher for the lower
frequencies for gyro-resonance (m 6¼ 0) wave-particle
interactions.
[63] Returning now to Figure 13, a number of interesting

and telling differences between the precipitation signatures
at L = 2.3 and L = 3 are apparent. Firstly, the time of arrival
of the first pulse at the ionosphere in both northern and
southern hemispheres is significantly greater in Figures 13c
and 13d than in Figures 13a and 13b implying a general
motion of the precipitation footprint to higher latitudes with
time, in agreement with the observations of Johnson et al.
[1999] and consistent with the theoretical predications of
Lauben et al. [2001]. The poleward motion of the precip-
itation footprint (due to the first hop of the whistler) with
time is due to the longer distance (and hence longer time)

that whistlers must travel to illuminate higher L-shells
compared with the lower L-shells, together with the increas-
ing flight time (t) of energetic electrons from equatorial
regions to the ionosphere with L-shell. Our model results for
the first hop of the oblique whistler have been compared
with those of Lauben et al. [Ibid] for similar conditions, and
excellent agreement has been found.
[64] Secondly, the duration of the event at L = 3 is longer

than at L = 2.3, respectively requiring �14 sec versus
�6 sec for the precipitation of the main portion of the
gyroresonant flux. Lastly, note that the first precipitation
pulse is narrower in energy in Figures 13c and 13d,
compared to Figures 13a and 13b, since the majority of
the injected whistler wave energy remains below L = 3 on
its first equatorial traverse, does not MR, and is absorbed in
the ionosphere thereafter.
[65] Other interesting features to note in Figure 13c are

the ‘‘Y’’ structures (i.e., the apparent bifurcation of the
first precipitated flux pulse, labelled ‘‘Y’’ on the figure) at
t ’ 1 sec, E ’ 100 keV, reminiscent of those reported in
Lauben [1999, p. 39]. These structures are caused by
different frequency components (of a single wave packet)
at different wave normal angles that interact with particles
of the same energy but at different latitude locations on
the field line, resulting in different arrival times at the
ionosphere and the appearance of a ‘gap’ between the two
limbs of the ‘‘Y-structure’’.

Figure 15. The precipitated differential number flux of Figure 13 integrated above various energy levels
as indicated, giving energy flux. (a)–(d) Panels correspond to those in Figure 13.
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[66] At t ^ 4 sec, and E � 700 keV, Figures 13c and 13d
show distinct ‘secondary’ swaths of precipitation, appearing
fainter and at higher energies than the more intense primary
swaths beneath them. These features are a result of second
harmonic gyroresonance interactions (m = 2), also visible in
Figure 9. At even higher energies, the higher order gyro-
resonance scattering merges into the diffuse drizzle of
precipitating particles, and loses its discrete appearance.
The secondary swaths are also visible in Figures 13a and
13b though not as clearly.
[67] We note that in Figure 13 some diagonal striations

are visible in the top portion of the Landau precipitation flux
at E � 10 keV. These are due to numerical noise related to
the latitude discretization and are not a physical feature. As
discussed in section 2.1, increasing the latitude sampling
resolution (i.e., discretizing latitude in <1� bins) reduces the
striations, resulting in the appearance of a smoother precip-
itation signature, but degrades the accuracy of the overall
pitch-angle change calculation.

3.2. Energy Flux

[68] Using the information presented in Figure 13 we
now calculate the precipitated energy fluxes Q(t) shown in
Figure 15, by integrating the differential number fluxes
Fp(E, t) above various energy thresholds using (19b).
[69] This calculation is done to facilitate comparison with

ground based measurements, since ionospheric effects (e.g.,
secondary ionization, optical emissions) are generally inter-
preted in terms of the precipitated energy flux. As discussed
in section 3.1 in connection with Figure 13, the timing

differences between the two field-lines are readily apparent,
the energy flux at L = 3 arriving later, and enduring longer
than that at L = 2.3.
[70] By comparing the energy fluxes above various

thresholds, we can infer the contributions of the different
harmonic resonance modes to the total energy flux. For
example, the energy flux curves >0 keV (blue) and
>100 keV (green) show little difference, implying that the
intense Landau precipitation fluxes visible in Figure 13
contain little energy and hence do not significantly contrib-
ute to ionospheric effects (the two curves differ in some
places, but this is due to the lower energy gyroresonant
particles). Using the same technique, it is evident that
�80% to 90% of the energy flux is composed of electrons
in the range 100 keV to 500 keV, and >99% of the energy
flux is composed of electrons <1 MeV. It should be noted,
however, that ionospheric effects are also determined by the
altitude of penetration of the electron into the ionosphere,
which in turn is dependent on particle energy [Banks et al.,
1974]. For example, while >100 keV electrons deposit their
energy at D-region altitudes or lower (<90 km), any
significant perturbations at E- and F-region altitudes we
generally be produced by tens of keV electrons.
[71] The curves shown in Figure 15 all exhibit a periodic

structure which is attributed to the multiply reflecting nature
of the whistler and the fact that interactions are most
efficient near the geomagnetic equator. In Figure 15a, we
note that alternate maxima are more intense (e.g., a1, a3, a5),
with the intervening maxima (a2, a4) being less intense,
while in the conjugate hemisphere, this pattern is again

Figure 16. A 2 kHz ray showing (a) ray path, (b) refractive index and wave normal angle, (c) polarization
ratio, relative power, and ratio of primary to secondary Q peaks (in Figure 15), and (d) L-shell and dipole
latitude, for 10 sec of propagation.
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evident but the primary (b2, b4) and secondary (b1, b3, b5)
maxima are now reversed relative to those in the northern
hemisphere.
[72] The structure of alternating maxima can be under-

stood by analyzing the propagation and characteristics of
the whistler wave that drives the precipitation. In Figure 16
we plot a representative ray injected at 35� latitude, with a
frequency of 2 kHz and examine the first 10 seconds of
propagation. As can be seen from Figures 16a or 16d (blue
curve), this frequency component illuminates the L ’ 3
region, so we use it as a crude proxy for the wave packet,
and use Figures 15c and 15d to compare wave and particle
behavior at L = 3.
[73] We note in Figure 15 that the first pulse in the

northern hemisphere (c1) is larger than that in the southern
hemisphere (d1), which is similar to that at L = 2.3 where
a1 > b1. The second pulse also shows the same trend in
both L-shells with b2 > a2 and d2 > c2, but note that the
magnitude of the precipitated energy flux in d2 is signif-
icantly larger than c1, unlike that of L = 2.3. The reason for
this can be inferred by examining Figure 16a, where the
ray injected directly above the lightning discharge (and
hence carrying most of the power) entirely misses L = 3 on
its first hop, but illuminates it on its second hop causing the
precipitation to be more intense. The first precipitation
maxima c1 and d1 are caused by the first equatorial traverse
of rays injected at higher latitudes (l > 35�) than our
computed ray and hence carry less wave power since they
are further from the source.
[74] The alternating energy flux maxima are attributed to

the fact that the wave-particle interaction is always more
effective in the counterstreaming direction. Hence, on the

first hop the wave travels south and the primary precipitation
peak (c1) is in the north. After �1 sec, the wave experiences
a magnetospheric reflection at l’�30�, L’ 2.6 as shown in
Figure 16d, and begins to travel north, resulting in a primary
precipitation peak in the south (d2).
[75] There are a number of reasons why counterstream-

ing interactions result in higher precipitated fluxes: firstly,
according to the resonance condition, (1), when the wave
and particle move in opposite directions, the Doppler shift
resulting from the relative motion naturally raises the
apparent wave frequency as shown in Figure 17 for vz1,
whereas for a particle moving in the same direction as the
wave the Doppler shift lowers the apparent wave frequency
vz�1. For resonance in the counterstreaming mode, the
particle only needs to raise the wave frequency to match
a multiple of its gyrofrequency (vz1, vz2, or vz3), whereas in
the co-streaming interaction the particle velocity parallel to
the ambient magnetic field must exceed the phase velocity
of the wave until the apparent frequency is equal to a
negative multiple of the particle’s gyrofrequency (vz�1,vz�2,
or vz�3). The particle velocity required for counterstream-
ing gyroresonance is thus lower than that required for co-
streaming gyroresonance, for the same absolute value of
the resonance harmonic jmj (because w is assumed posi-
tive), and increases with m such that jvz1j < jvz�1j < jvz2j <
jvz�2j < jvz3j and so on.
[76] Since available particle fluxes fall rapidly with energy

(Figures 11 and 12), the energy flux of the counterstreaming
particles is higher because of the relative abundance of the
lower energy particles. For instance, referring to Figure 11
again, we see that at L ’ 2.2, increasing the energy of
resonant electrons from 100 keV to 1000 keV, results in a

Figure 17. Qualitative illustration of the behavior of vz for various resonance modes m for resonant
wave-particle interactions.
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decrease of the trapped flux by a factor of �1000, leading to
an overall precipitated energy decrease of a factor of �100.
This effect becomes less significant as w/wH tends to zero.
[77] In addition to the points discussed above, the counter-

streaming and co-streaming precipitated energy fluxes in the
northern and southern hemispheres are asymmetric for yet
another reason. In the development of the wave-particle
interaction equations, we decompose the elliptically polar-
ized oblique whistler wave, into left- and right-hand circu-
larly polarized (LHCP and RHCP, where the latter is taken
in the same sense of rotation about B0 as the electrons)
components [Bell, 1984]. Since the electrons gyrate about
the magnetic field line in a right-hand sense, they can
only resonate with electromagnetic waves which are also
‘‘apparently’’ RHCP, and rotating at the same frequency. As
we have discussed above, when the wave and electron
approach each other (counterstreaming) the RHCP compo-
nent of the wave is involved, and since w < wH for the
whistler mode, its frequency is Doppler shifted to higher
values to resonate with the particle. However, in the co-
streaming mode the particle overtakes the wave, and in fact
changes the apparent sense of rotation such that it is
actually the LHCP component of the whistler that interacts
with the electron, its left-hand polarization appearing as a
right-handed rotation which matches the gyrofrequency of
the electron. This realization leads to the question of the
degree to which the relative magnitudes of the LHCP and
RHCP control the north-south asymmetry of the precipitat-
ing energy flux.
[78] We address this question in Figure 16c, where we

plot the ratio R of the wave’s LHCP magnetic field
magnitude to the wave’s RHCP magnetic field magnitude
(blue curve). Initially the ratio R is very low indicating that
the wave is almost entirely RHCP (in fact, for parallel
propagation kkB0, the whistler is strictly RHCP [Stix, 1992,
p. 10]), and the wave normal angle q in Figure 16c is ]60�
near the geomagnetic equator on the first hop. However, R
increases rapidly and within �4 seconds becomes >0.8
indicating that the LHCP and RHCP components are very
close in magnitude. In order to compare the polarization

ratio R with the ratio of co-streaming versus counterstream-
ing precipitated fluxes, we show in Figure 16c the ‘‘QNS-
ratio’’ (grey), which is obtained by dividing the blue curve
(E > 0 keV) of Figure 15c by the blue curve of Figure 15d,
and inverting this ratio when it is >1, thus giving the ratio of
the secondary flux maxima in one hemisphere to the
primary flux maxima in the other hemisphere. The hemi-
spherical energy flux ratio QNS curve was shifted back by
0.5 sec to roughly compensate for the electron flight time
from the equator to the ionosphere.
[79] As shown in Figure 16c, at the first equatorial

crossing of the wave (Figure 16d, green curve) the hemi-
spherical energy flux ratio QNS and polarization ratio R are
almost identical, but subsequent equatorial crossings indi-
cate that QNS is much lower than R. We thus observe that
the distribution of power among LHCP and RHCP wave
components plays a smaller role in controlling the hemi-
spheric precipitation asymmetry compared to the factors
described above. The fact that the QNS and R are approx-
imately equal on the first equatorial traverse is due to the
fact that the wave packet contains a significant amount of
power in the 8–60 kHz frequency range, and that the ray
paths in this band do not experience magnetospheric
reflections so that this effect is only evident on the first
hop. These higher frequency components also resonate
with electrons that are more separated in energy in the
co-streaming and counterstreaming modes as implied by
(1), and thus result in greater asymmetry in the precip-
itation and lower QNS due to the higher fluxes at lower
energies.
[80] Before concluding our discussion of the precipitated

energy flux, we briefly examine the sensitivity of the
precipitated flux signature upon our choice of Df, the
bin size used in constructing the f � t spectrograms
which is used subsequently in the precipitation calcula-
tion. From (1), the bandwidth Dw of a whistler wave that
is able to resonate with an energetic particle over a
resonance time Dt (where resonance time is defined as
the time it takes the phase angle h to change by
�p during the course of the interaction) satisfies the
condition DwDt � 1. Using typical parameters, e.g., L = 3,
E = 100 keV, aLC � 8.6�, and our assumed interaction
length Dl = 2�, gives Df � 40 Hz.
[81] In Figure 18 we repeat the calculation shown in

Figure 15c, i.e., the precipitated energy flux in the northern
hemisphere at L = 3, for Eth > 100 keV and Eth >200 keV,
using three different values of frequency bins, Df = 10, 20,
and 50 Hz. Results show that the flux values are relatively
insensitive to Df, varying far less than over the course
of a typical simulation. The flux varies approximately as

1/
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Df

p
, particularly at the beginning of the simulation

where there is a broad spectrum of waves resonating with
a wide range of particle energies (resulting in a wide range
of interaction times/lengths), but becomes far more uniform
with time such at at t 6 sec, the precipitated flux
corresponding to Df = 10, 20 and 50 Hz is very similar.
As mentioned previously, in our work we choose Df =
10 Hz, which is slightly smaller than the typical Df = 40 Hz
calculated above, but results in higher resolution f � t
spectrograms and hence better defined time-features, with
resultant errors being less than a factor of 2 as shown in
Figure 18.

Figure 18. Sensitivity of the precipitated energy flux Q, to
changes in the frequency bin size Df. Solid and dashed lines
correspond to energy thresholds of 100 keV and 200 keV,
respectively.
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[82] Having examined the details of the precipitated
energy flux at two selected field-lines, we can repeat the
calculation of precipitated flux over a range of field-lines
spanning the entire inner magnetosphere from L = 1.3 to 5.5
in 0.1L increments, and examine the resulting ‘global’ view
of the MR whistler driven precipitation event. This work
and relevant discussion is the subject of a companion paper
[Bortnik et al., 2006].

4. Summary and Conclusions

[83] In this paper we presented a novel method to
calculate (under equilibrium conditions) the differential
number flux of precipitating energetic radiation-belt elec-
trons due to an MR whistler wave initiated by a single
cloud-ground lightning discharge. The precipitation flux is
calculated at the northern and southern ‘feet’ of individual
field-lines.
[84] We first calculate the f � t spectra of the MR whistler

wave as observed along a particular field-line at 1� latitude
intervals. This is done by ray tracing �5330 ray paths from
the topside ionosphere, and interpolating between them to
obtain �120 million ray paths. Each ray path is weighted by
an initial power at the topside ionosphere (which is
latitude and frequency dependent), and the Landau damp-
ing is calculated along the ray path. An effective area is
defined at a particular observing location, and the rays that
traverse this area are recorded into a file, their wave power
(and other wave characteristics) then being arranged
according to frequency and time to produce simulated
dynamic spectra. Further details and example spectrograms
have been presented in a separate paper [Bortnik et al.,
2003b].
[85] We then use a novel technique to calculate the

precipitated flux of energetic radiation belt electrons,
which involves integration of the particle equations of
motion (3) at 1� latitude bins, over 2� latitude windows.
The pitch-angle changes are calculated over resonance
modes m = �5 to 5, as a function of energy and time,
and are transformed to precipitated flux using a novel
convolution technique, and the AE8 MAX trapped flux
model with a realistic sinusoidal pitch-angle distribution as
input. We have made numerous estimates of the errors
involved in our calculations and conclude that the most
serious errors are due to latitude discretization and are
within �10% of the case of a monochromatic wave with
constant wave characteristics. Since MR whistlers have
varying characteristics with space and time, this error
estimate is considered quite conservative. We also com-
pared our results with those of Lauben et al. [2001] using
similar input conditions and neglecting magnetospheric
reflections and Landau damping, and obtained excellent
agreement (comparison not shown), again confirming the
accuracy of the latitude discretization method used in the
present work.
[86] We then simulated the precipitated flux of energetic

electrons at the feet of the L1 = 2.3 and L2 = 3 field lines due
to a 8.5 kA (peak) lightning discharge at ls = 35�, and can
draw the following conclusions:
[87] 1. The onset and duration times of the precipitated

flux both increase with latitude in agreement with previous
work [Lauben et al., 2001].

[88] 2. There is an intense precipitation band below
�10 keV driven by the Landau resonance, which does not
contribute significantly to the overall energy flux.
[89] 3. There is an energy gap in the precipitated flux

between �10 keV and �80 keV due to a change in the
coupling mechanism between the wave and the particle,
from Landau resonance to gyroresonance.
[90] 4. Above �80 keV the precipitation occurs in

narrow energy ‘swaths’ which are discrete and result from
the repeated traversals of the MR whistler wave energy
across the magnetic equatorial plane, where wave-particle
interactions are most efficient.
[91] 5. The resultant precipitated energy flux tends to

be composed of a series of maxima, each maximum
corresponding to an equatorial traversal of the MR
whistler.
[92] 6. While electrons are scattered in pitch-angle in

both costreaming and counterstreaming resonant interac-
tions with the wave, it is always the counterstreaming
interaction which results in the more intense fluxes, due
to the slightly lower resonance energies and greater abun-
dance of trapped particles (available for scattering) at those
energies. The ratio of LHCP to RHCP wave energy in the
elliptically polarized whistler seems to play a much smaller
role in producing asymmetric fluxes.
[93] 7. Due to the particular propagation geometry of the

MR whistler wave packet, the first maximum in the precip-
itated energy flux is not always the most intense, though this
is generally the case.
[94] The methodology presented in this work is believed

to be the first of its kind, allowing for a highly detailed
characterization of the temporal, spatial, and spectral sig-
natures of the precipitation of energetic electrons into the
loss cone, including the effects of a range of gyro-
harmonic resonance modes (m = �5 to 5), multiple
magnetospheric reflections, and wave power attenuation
due to Landau damping. It has been verified with excellent
agreement, through comparison with the work of Lauben
et al. [2001] (i.e., when we use our model with the same
initial conditions used by Lauben [1999]; not shown here),
which has itself been tested experimentally [Johnson et al.,
1999]. As such, it constitutes a new and promising tool for
the analysis of the impact of lightning and other VLF
radiating structures (e.g., VLF transmitters or satellite-
based transmitters) upon energetic electrons in the Earth’s
radiation belts. Analysis of complete global signatures
using our method for a variety of lightning discharge
latitudes is given in a companion paper [Bortnik et al.,
2006].

Appendix A: Convolution Method of
Calculating Pitch-Angle Scattering

[95] We consider a large number of test-particles entering
the wave packet, and being scattered in pitch-angle as
shown in Figure 10a. In this instance, the set of initial
phase angles h0 can be thought of as a random variable bh0
distributed uniformly in the interval (0, 2p]. Then cDa =
Damaxsin( bh0) can be viewed as the sample of a sinusoidal
waveform at random values of h0, that are uniformly
distributed over the interval (0, 2p]. We now find the

probability density function of cDa.
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[96] Using standard probability theory [see, e.g., Leon-
Garcia, 1994, p. 126], we first find the cumulative distri-
bution function FbDa(Da):
FbDa Dað Þ ¼ P cDa � Da

� �
¼ P Damax sin bh0ð Þ � Dað Þ

¼ P bh0 � sin�1 Da
Damax

� �� �
¼ 1

p
sin�1 Da

Damax

� �
þ p

2

� �
ðA1Þ

and then the probability density function fbDa(Da) can be
directly obtained:

fbDa Dað Þ ¼ d

dDa
FbDa Dað Þ ¼ 1

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Damaxð Þ2 � Dað Þ2

q ðA2Þ

where jDaj � Damax.
[97] To describe the perturbed distribution function we

convolve the perturbing function (above), with the initial
distribution function. Switching to the dummy variable ~a
we let

h ¼ 1

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Damaxð Þ2 � ~að Þ2

q ðA3Þ

and

g ¼ u ~a� alcð Þp ~a� alcð Þ ðA4Þ

where u is the step function, and p is an arbitrary function
describing the distribution near the loss-cone. Then the
perturbed function fp is:

fp að Þ ¼ h*g

¼
Z 1

�1
h ~að Þ*g a� ~að Þ

¼
Z 1

�1

1

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Damaxð Þ2 � ~að Þ2

q u a� ~a� alcð Þp a� ~a� alcð Þd~a

¼
Z a�alc

�Damax

1

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Damaxð Þ2 � ~að Þ2

q p a� ~a� alcð Þd~a ðA5Þ

[98] Now since Damax is typically �1�, and often much
smaller, we need only know the function p in the vicinity of
alc. We can thus expand p using a Taylor series near 0
(MacLaurin series):

p xð Þ ¼
X1
k¼0

p kð Þ 0ð Þ x
k

k!
ðA6Þ

where p(k)(0) denotes the kth derivative of p evaluated at
x = 0. For example, when we expand p to zeroth order,
p(x) = b0, evaluation of (A5) gives the result (15).
Expanding to first order, p(x) = b1x, and evaluating (A5)
gives the result (16). To expand p to a higher order, we

list the first few integral terms which are valid for jxj �
a for convenience:Z

1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2

p dx ¼ sin�1 x

a

� �
Z

xffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2

p dx ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2

p

Z
x2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

a2 � x2
p dx ¼ � 1

2
x
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2

p
þ 1

2
a2 sin�1 x

a

� �
Z

x3ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2

p dx ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2

p 2a2

3
þ x2

3

� �
Z

x4ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2

p dx ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2

p 3a2x

8
þ x3

4

� �
þ 3

8
a4 sin�1 x

a

� �
Z

x5ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2

p dx ¼ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � x2

p 8a4

15
þ 4a2x2

15
þ x4

5

� �

where the integrals are evaluated in the limits given by
(A5), and linearly combined using the coefficients in
(A6).
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